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The phenomenon accompanying the fornation of ice on
aircraft has been fairly frequently discussed. The con—
sequences of ice formation have been briefly analyzed in
an article 3Y K. Wegener (reference 1), but a definite
physical solution of the problem has not been reached UT
to the present.

iiost of the authors are agreed that subcooled water
droplets play a prominent part, but they fail to specify
the exact manner in which this occurs. As an illustra–
tion of one fairly contestable theory to be found in
American periodicals (reference 2) the following is quoted:

IIOlr~ng to t~-e small >.adius of curvature of the cloud

elements the inwardly dii+ected.resultant of the surface
tension causes a considerable pressure rise in these
droplets , wkich in water, as experience indicates, signi—
fies a lowering of the freezing point; hence the freezing
of the water droplets can occur only at lower temperature.
The sometimes very ~;reat supercooling of the cloud ele—
ments is explained in this manner. On striking the air–
craft the pi+essure increase is destroyed; the droplets
freeze immediately and ice forms on the aircraft.~l

In the first ylace, this does i~~t explain the super—
cooling at all. Water can be supercooled to ‘oelow –10° C
in a glass in the laboratory. Iil the second place the
qualitatively well–sounding explanation of the supercool—
ing fails utterly in a quantitative study, as is seen
from the following:

The formula for the positive pressure of the surface
tension in a drop reads

I-I== grams per square centimeter
R

(1)
——.———

*“Einige Bemerkungen i.iberEisansatz an 3’lugzeugen.lt
IIeteorologische Zeitschrift, Seytember 1932, pp. 349-354.
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H capillary constant of water (7’.4 mg/mm)

R radius of droplet

From ClapeyronTs formula

%JI= r
dT T(VI – V2) (2)

where

p pressure

T temperature

r heat of crystallization

vl - V2 difference in specifi$ volume of water and ice

It is readily seen that a pressure rise cf no less than
125 kilograms per square centimeter is required to lower
the freezing point by 1° C. In the case in question the
reduction is less than O.OO1° C.

The falseness of this theory is evident from these
figures.

Dr . Kopp pointed out an entirely different possibility
of solution of the ice accretion problem (reference 2).
According to him,the supersaturation of water vapor rela–
tive to ice is to be of great importance. Experience in–
dicates that the pressure of water vapor on saturation
relative to water is greater for the same temperature at
saturation relative to ice. According to him, and others
sublimation should occur on an ice—coated airplane in az
atmosphere saturated relative to water.

This assertion, however, embodies the assumption that
the ice coating on the airplane is and remains dry, which
in our opinion is far fron ‘oeing the case. Even if it
were true, is the supersaturation then heavy enough to ex-
plain the formation of, say, a l—centirleter ice coating

Within 10 minutes? At –5° C the above-mentioned vapor-
pressure difference is 0.2 millimeter of mercury. This
means that 0.1 gram of water per cubic meter of air can
sublimate . At 50 meters per second flying speed a volume
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of 3 cubic meters per square centimeter is covered in 10
minutes. So at the most, only 4 millimeters of ice could
form on the aircraft. But this is not t+he-.case at all
because the greater part of the air does not touch the
airplane parts. So, at the most, only 4 millimeters of
ice could form on the aircraft. It seems as if this ex-
planation fails also quantitatively, as pointed out else–
where (reference 4). Of course, the possibility of great
supersaturation in the clouds can also be pointed out.
Kopp asserts that he found. this supersaturation (refer–
ence 5); we believe that he unduly ignored the dynamic
causes of the ascent of the cumuli clouds. But even a
1000–p’ercent supersaturation does not seem to be suffi–
cient.

An attempt was made to find an interpretation of this
puzzling phenomenon in some other manner. The author is
in agreement with the American concept in this respect,
that the mechanical impact of subcooled droplets vith the
airplane is foliowed by freezing. But the subcooling
should be regarded only as a kind of inertia which, as we
know, is canceled on collision. Owing to the high value
of the crystallization heat a droplet striking the air—
plane is only partly frozen. A droplet of –5° C tempera–
ture becomes 15/16 part ice; the resulting ice-water
mixture has a temperature of 0° C. The air (—5°) flowing
past the mixture cools it off further. Which is the im-
portant cooling factor? - The water–vapor pressure over
the v;ater–ice mixture of 0° C is much greater and not
lower, as Kopp believes, ~han the water vapor pressure of
the surrounding air of -5 C. !This water–vapor difference
enables a considerable evaporation of the water by the
marked ventilation. So much heat is withdrawn from the
water that a large portion freezes.

The importance of the vapor pressure difference and
the high–air speed is apparent from Trabertts evaporation
formula (reference 6).

v

wher e

(c1 i- c)
760
B

(3)

.

Tf evaporated quantity in millimeters per time unit (day)

C constant



t temper atur e of wat er

vind velocity
,.

w

E water-–vapor pressure OZ the surface, millimeters .of
m er c!~Lr~

e water-vapor pressure of air in millimeters of mercury

B air pressure in nilliueters of mercury

l?rom Braakts figures (reference 7) cGfii~uted for India
0 C temperature.C(l + t/’273) is couyuted at 0.59 for O

The eq?o:lent Of W, 1/2 established for low speeds, is
sonewhat greater (0.58) for greater velocities, as is
knot~n from heat engineering. T~-e value 1/2 Was as suned in
our subs bquent argunents.

Owing to the very snail variations of B -i ~. :~..o~~j,r:e*,A L-

the value ’720 millimeters of mercury was assmled. ay sub-
stitut ion of th-is figure in !i!rabertts forr.r.la the time
within which a quantity of water freezes as a result of .
the ventilation, caii be conputed. The heat of evaporation
at 0° C is around 600 calories per grai~, tile Y.eat of crys-
tallizatioil, 80 calories per gran of the water not turr.ed
to ice 12 percent i:~ustevaporate in order that the renai~–
ing 88 percent car. freeze.

To illustrate: Visualize a vater droplet 0: 0° C
pulled thr ough air of lower tenperat-dre at aiz”ylane speed
of, let us say, 50 ceters per second. A droplet of 1.0–3
centimeter radius turns to ice in about 7 seco:~ds accord-
ing to Tra bert~ s formula. This does not even take into
account that the sa,turat ion pi-essure by the great c~rva-
ture is Greczier than above a flat surface. AssurQe furtker
that the relative noisture in the clouds is 100 pci”cent ,
that the dropiet naint ains its spherical shape and its
radius does not vary duri~g the evaporation. If it wore
possible to figure exactly with ali these factors, the
tiue would be even less.

3’or the relationship of the ‘iicing tine, tt T’ to
drop radius R we find
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1: indicating a value largely defined by the vapor pres—
sure, that is, the temperature and relative moisture of
air. At lower temperatures and in lower relative moisture
K will be smaller; hence the water clroplet ‘will.freeze
quickly in cold, dry air. The proportionality of ~ and
F. in (4-) is olvious since the ratio content : surface is
decisive. Larger droplets offer larger surfaces for the
evaporation (in ratio to R=), but the 12 percent which
must be evaporated before complete freezing occurs, vary
with R3. Smaller droplets therefore freeze more quickly,

Now to a practical experiment: l!he cloud. elements
strike the airplane and are tb.en carriecl along at a speecl
of 50 meters per second. Ilut the !Itime of icing,!’ will

be great er than on ,the previously computecl spherical drop-
let, for the ventilation is not possible on the part ad–
hering to the airplane. However , the result ing difference
is at the most 2, lxt pi~obabl~ much less, because the ratio
content/surface is nest unfavorable at tho spherical shape.
The magnitude of this ratio will depend u~>on the charac-
teristics of the airplane parts (cohes ioil relative to
wat er ) but that only in the first instants ‘~efore a thin
ice coating has ior~e<L. Experience indicates that no
diffei-ence exists between woode~~ or metal aircraft at
icing. ~.u-~bi~-gthe airlolane ~~illgwith oil does not make
the ice accretion any 1;ss according to laboratory tests
made at Amster&am (reference 8). It can be assumed there–
fore that the droplets adhere on impact, while the ratio
Conte-nt : s.Jrface CQ1l ile~.~erbe more tplan twice aS bail aS
on the droplet in spherical form, before it struck the
air~lane.

Tke concep t ‘icing time 1!~aintai~~s its importance

in practice.

1$, by large drop radius, high relative moisture ancl
near freezing temperature, the ‘iiciug timell is long, the
drops have sufficient time to flow together and- blow away
fron the airplane. But , if the lJicing timell is so short
that , at the instant one droplet is frozen, a~-ot~leron-e
hits the airplane at about the same place, the ice accre–
tion will be heavy.

Probably many difficulties can be exi)lained by means
of the concept “icing tine. ll There is the stormy ice ac–
creti ofi observed many times even in horizontal flight ,
which causes so much more astonishment because externally
nothing appears to changec J?lying thr’ough fbg of -O.1° C
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and 100 percent relative ma.fsture into other levels with
92 uer cent moisture, for ir.StaIIOe$ indicates a change of
about 0.4 millimeter of mercury in vapor pressure, which
is great enough to freeze a drop of water (lO—s ‘cmradius)
in less than 25 seconds.

It also affords an explanation for the appearance of
ice accretion above the freezing point, as observed at
times in the United States. It requires a relatively dry
f’og. ~;aturally it sho’dl?L ~o~ be forgotten that , in a hy–
groscopic fog where drops at a relative moisture of 92
percent can very well be in equilibrium wit’h the water
vapor, this effect cannot occur. But it can occur when
drops of wat er ,fall silentiy (for instance, in an inver–
sion) and. so penetrate into dry air.

The relation of icing time to ventilation also af–
forcls an explanation of the peculiar mushroonlike growth
of ice Oil tile leadi:ng edges of aircraft wings , as point ed
out in Us. pu~lications (fig. 1)( reference 9). The
speed. is highest at A and B, where the icing tine is short-
est; ~~ence a thicker ice coating ic depo sited.. The su.c–
cess of the reco~mer~iied rer.edy to coat the wing with syrup,
is largely due to the lower vapor pressure.

According to Raoult the depression of the saturat ioil
pressure of a solut~on is

P

where

e saturation pressure of the pure dissolving agent

P mass of dissolved body

P’ mass of dissolvilig nedium

~,: molecular weight of dissolved body

~Jt molecular weight of dissolving agent

In 100 grams of water, 180 grans of caze sugar is
dissolvable. Coatiilg th,e parts of an airplane with this
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solution actually affords saturation only at the begin-
ning; lut, t-hen, E = 0.5. This means that at 100 percent
relative moisture of-the suf’roun”d’ingair no icing- can
occur up to about -1.6° C (lowering of freezing point);
but it also means that at lower temperature the ‘icing
periodll is substantially greater, so that the water blows
off from the airplane. After some time, however, the
medium becomes less effective because of the dilution.
Hence in our opinion not only the impossibility of the
drops .to freeze between O and -1.6° C, but also the marked
increase of the “icing -periodn for temperature below —1.6°
C are of great importance.

It might be aFgued that too much emphasis is laid on
evaporation in the foregoing. The cooling certainly
supervenes through the air flowing simply past, but that
makes the possibility for ice deposition still easier.
On top of that, it is generally conceded that in all such
processes evaporation plays the major part.

Another question is: Is it pos’sihle to interpret a
deposit of l–centimeter thickness in 10 minutes only by
“interception.” of drops? lToth (reference 11) has pointed
out that the icing is proportional to the water content,
the relative speed, the time, and the sine of the angle of
impact . Several other factors arc also involved, as has
been shown. But the water content plays a very important
part . According to measurements by X8hler the number of
water droplets per cubic centimeter in a cloud range be—
tween 250 to 400. In winter the absolute maximum of the
drop radius lies at 0.8x 10-3 centimeter. Drops larger ,
than 1.6 x 10–3 centimeter are scarcely found in clouds
and fog. Assuming that 33C drops of a radius of 10–s
centimeter per cubic centimeter exist, and all the drops
are caught iil the space crossed by the airiolane, an ice
deposit of 5.5 centimeters is possible under maximum con—
ditions favorable to icing.

Of course the exact n-amber of drops striking the air–
plane cannot be accurately calculated, but a general idea
may be obtained from tb-e following:

, For an ideal, incompressible fluid we plot the theo-
retical streamlines about a circle of 25 centimeters
radius on a flow which at tnfinity moves at 50 meters pei
second speed parallel to the X axis. This flow follows
the complex function.
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UR2w=—- Uzz (5)

wher e

U speed at infinity

R radius of circle

After substitution of
the stream lines reads

(

625
Y“ ––-—X2 + yz

U and R the equation for

)
–l=A (6)

with ~ a parameter different for each streamline.

I’rom this (6) the streamlines are easily computed.
Then$ if a water particle is carried along the strean—
line, it is subjected in every point to a force perpen—
dicular to its direction of motion by reason of the
curvature of its path. It is ‘tcentrifugated out of its
path.!’ Hence the water clroplets follow an entirely dif–
ferent path from the streamlines of the air.

The radius of curvature at each point can be com—
puted. It is:

p = L?Y.?–P ) {3904QQ-ZXO (x“ ZLz% + ~“_l_x?tiL_
1250y {390400 + 1250 (xZ + ya) -i (ya-3xa)(xa+yz)}

(7)

Since the tangential velocity itself can ?Ie calculated,
the centrifugal force ~2/P on a drop ca~: be obtained.
This was made for many poilits of the streamlines shown in
figure 2, on the basis V=u= 5000 centimeters per sec–
cnd tangential velocity for simplicity. !lke centrifugal
accelerations even at great distance from the circle are
much higher than g. Stokesf law, which still holds for
drops of 10-s centimeter and can therefore be used to com—
pute the speed of the drops perpendicular to the stream–
lines, was applied to every 2$ centimeters in the vicinity
of the circle. The calculatioil defining the amount by
which the droplet moves away from its original streamline
was made on the basis of maximum curvature radius (that is,
smallest centrifugal acceleration) , lut for compensation
with the maximum Stokest velocity:
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u= 1.26 x 103 x b x r~

b = acceleration @
P

r = radius of dro~let

The calculation is very tedious as each streamline re—

9

quires a new constant,” part of which nust be plottecl, and
then the vertical notion determined again. J?igure 2 in–
dicates how approximately a particle, origiilally moving in
strear.lline 1, changes its path because of the centrifugal
forces. It ultimately noves in strear.lline II at point A
and is then removecl again fron the circle, since at A the
curvature radius changes sigil. The second water droplet,
originally on II and. which can be traced as far as B, is
intercepted lIy tb.e circle.

Fron this it can be coilcluded that – roughly esti—
~L~ted — certainly nore than a tenth of the nunber of clrop—
lets in the space crossecl by the circle, are “cau~ht.fl

While the foregoing remarks were nerely intended. to
give ail iclea of the order of riagnitucle, the favorable re—
suits ilithis instance justify the stateio.ent that it is
not Unlikely- that the l’interception “ of the clroplets rather
thail subli~latioli plays the nest inportant part on ice ac–
cretion.

Translation by J. Vanier,
National Aclvisory Coimittee
for Aeronautics.
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